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Making True Moral Judgments
and Good Moral Choices

William E. May

y purpose here Is to propose the crIterIa or Norms IN terms of whIch 
true moral judgments and good moral choices can be made. I will proceed as follows: (1) I will sum-
marize catholic thought on human dignity and the crucial relationship between human dignity, moral 
judgments, and moral choices; (2) I will take up the question of  the “good” and its relevance to hu-
man choice and action; and (3) I will propose an approach for making true moral judgments and good 
moral choices, i.e., I will propose normative criteria for distinguishing alternatives that are morally 
good from those that are morally bad, and in doing so I will also offer a critique of  another approach 
to this subject which is widely advocated today but which is, in my judgment, quite mistaken.

humaN DIGNIty, moraL JuDGmeNts, aND moraL choIces

 according to the catholic tradition, as found, for example, in st. thomas aquinas and in the teachings of  
Vatican council II, there is a twofold dignity proper to human beings: one is intrinsic and an endowment or gift; the 
other is also intrinsic, but is an achievement or acquisition.1
	 The	first	dignity	proper	to	human	beings	is	the	dignity	that	is	theirs	simply	as	members	of 	the	human	species,	
which God called into existence when, in the beginning, he “created man in his own image ... male and female he 
created them” (Gn L27).2 every living human body, the one that comes to be when new human life is conceived, is a 
living image of  the all-holy God. moreover, in creating man, male and female, God created a being inwardly receptive 
to his own divine life.3 God cannot become incarnate in a dog or cat or ape because these creatures of  his are not 
inwardly capable of  being divinized; but, as we know from God’s revelation, he can become incarnate in his human 
creature, and in fact he has freely chosen to become truly one of  us, for his eternal and uncreated word, true God 
of  true God, became and is a human being, a man. thus every human being can rightly be called a “created word” of  
God, the created word that his uncreated word became and is precisely to show us how deeply we are loved by the 
God who shaped us in our mothers’ wombs (cf. ps 139:11-15). every human being, therefore, is intrinsically valuable, 
surpassing in dignity the whole material universe, a being to be revered and respected from the very beginning of  its 
existence.4

In the midst of  the moral confusion of  the 20th century, the Catholic Church has stood fast and boldly 
proclaimed before the world the dignity of  the human person made in the image and likeness of  God. 
Dr. May, writing in the Catholic tradition concerning the making of  moral judgments, makes use of  
the teaching of  St. Thomas Aquinas and the Second Vatican Council to critique the “proportional-

ism” of  Richard McCormick.
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 this intrinsic, inalienable dignity proper to hu-
man beings is God’s gift, in virtue of  which every human 
being, of  whatever age or sex or condition, is a being 
of  moral worth, an irreplaceable and nonsubstitutable 
person. Because of  this dignity a human being, as Karol 
wojtyla has said, “is the kind of  good that does not admit 
of  use and cannot be treated as an object of  use and as 
such a means to an end.” Because of  this dignity a hu-
man being “is a good toward which the only adequate 
response is love”.5

 when we come into existence we are, by rea-
son of  this inherent dignity, persons. as God’s “created 
words,” as persons, we are endowed with the capacity to 
discover the truth and the capacity to determine our lives 
by freely choosing to conform our lives and actions to 
the truth. a baby (born or preborn) does not, of  course, 
have the developed capacity for deliberating and choos-
ing freely, but it has the natural capacity to do so because 
it is human and personal in nature.6 yet when we come 
into existence we are not yet fully the beings we are meant 
to be. and this leads us to consider the second sort of  
dignity proper to human beings, a dignity that is intrinsic 
but an achievement, not an endowment.

 this second kind of  dignity is the dignity to 
which we are called as intelligent and free persons capable 
of  determining our own lives by our own free choices. 
this is the dignity that we are to give to ourselves (with 
the help of  God’s unfailing grace) by freely choosing to 
shape our lives and actions in accordance with the truth. 
In other words, we give to ourselves this dignity and in-
wardly participate in it by making good moral choices, 
and such choices are in turn dependent upon true moral 
judgments.

 the nature of  this dignity was beautifully devel-
oped at Vatican council II, and a brief  summary of  its 
teaching will help us grasp the crucial importance of  true 
moral judgments and good moral choices if  we are to re-
spect our God-given dignity and participate in the dignity 
to which we are called as intelligent and free persons.

 according to Vatican council II “the highest 
norm of  human life is the divine law - eternal, objective, 
and universal - whereby God orders, directs and governs 
the entire universe and all the ways of  the human com-
munity in a plan conceived in wisdom and love.” Imme-
diately after making this claim, the council fathers went 
on to say: “man has been made by God to participate 

in this law, with the result that, under the gentle disposi-
tion of  divine providence, he can come to perceive ever 
increasingly the unchanging truth.”7 precisely because he 
can come to “perceive ever increasingly the unchanging 
truth,” man “has the duty, and therefore the right, to seek 
the truth.”8 the truth in question here is obviously not a 
merely contemplative truth, but the truth that is to shape 
and guide human choices and actions.

 this passage, taken from Dignitatis Humanae, con-
cludes by saying that “on his part man perceives and ac-
knowledges the imperatives of  the divine law through the 
mediation of  conscience,”9 and the role of  conscience 
in helping us come to know the “unchanging truth” of  
God’s divine and eternal law and its “imperatives” is de-
veloped in another document from the council, Gaudium 
et Spes.	There	we	find	the	following	significant	passage:

 fidelity to conscience means “a search for the 
truth” and for “true solutions” to moral problems. con-
science, this passage notes, can indeed err “through in-
vincible ignorance without losing its dignity” (so long as 
there	 is	 sufficient	“care	 for	 the	search	for	 the	 true	and	
the good”); but “to the extent that a correct conscience 
holds sway (emphasis added), persons and groups turn 
away from blind choice and seek to conform to the ob-
jective norms of  morality” (emphasis added).12

 the teaching of  Vatican council II on the na-
ture of  the second kind of  dignity proper to human be-
ings, and the relationship between this dignity and moral 
judgments and choices is powerful. I think that it can be 
summarized as follows. human actions are like “words” 
that human persons speak, and through them they give 
to themselves their identity as moral beings, their charac-
ter. at the heart of  a human action is a self-determining 
choice. from this it follows that a person’s moral identity 
or character is given to the person by the choices that he 
or she freely makes.13

 we are free to choose what we are to do - the 
“words” that we are to speak - but we are not free to 

Deep within his conscience man discovers a law 
which he has not laid upon himself  but which he 
must obey. the voice of  this law,10 ever calling 
him to love and to do what is good and to avoid 
evil, tells him inwardly at the right moment, do 
this, shun that. for man has in his heart a law 
written by God. His dignity lies in observing this law 
(emphasis added), and by it he will be judged.11
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make what we choose to do to be right or wrong, good 
or bad. their rightness or wrongness is determined by 
objective criteria or norms which we can come to know. 
we ought to choose in accordance with our own best 
judgments. But these can be mistaken (and corrected). If  
the mistake in them is not attributable to our own neg-
ligence in seeking the truth, we do not make ourselves 
to be wicked persons in choosing to act in accord with 
them, even if  what we choose to do is not, of  itself, what 
we ought to do. our judgments, however, will be “cor-
rect,” i.e., true, if  they are made in terms of  objective 
moral criteria or norms.

 to sum up: we have the gift of  free choice, of  
self-determination. choice is possible only where there 
are alternatives from which to choose, i.e., intelligible pro-
posals that we can adopt by choice and execute through 
our deeds. But it is possible to choose wrongly as well 
as rightly, and choice proceeds from deliberation. thus 
it must be possible for us to determine, prior to choice, 
which alternatives are morally good and which are mor-
ally bad - which “words,” to put it differently, are true 
to the image of  God within us and which are not. this 
determination is the work of  our intelligence or capacity 
to know the truth. moral norms are truths - not arbitrary 
and legalistic decrees - to guide human choices. But what 
are these moral truths, these criteria or norms for distin-
guishing between morally good and morally bad alterna-
tives of  choice? to answer this question it is necessary 
first	to	examine	the	relationship	between	the	“good”	and	
human choice and action.

the reLatIoNshIp BetweeN the “GooD”
aND humaN choIce aND actIoN

 human choices and actions, whether morally 
good or morally bad, are intelligible and purposeful. 
wrongful choices, while unreasonable, are not irrational, 
meaningless, unintelligible. all human choice and action 
is ordered to an end, a purpose, and the ends or pur-
poses to which human choices and actions are ordered 
are considered as “goods” to be pursued. the “good” 
has the meaning of  what is perfective of  a being, consti-
tutive	of 	its	flourishing	or	well-being.	Consequently,	the	
proposition that “good is to be done and pursued and its 
opposite, evil, is to be avoided” is a proposition to which 
every human being, as intelligent, will assent.14 It is a 
“principle” or “starting point” for intelligent, purposeful 
human activity. If  human beings are to do anything, there 
must be a point in doing it, and the point is that the deed 

chosen is related by the one choosing it to some “good.” 
the principle, “good is to be done and pursued and evil 
is to be avoided” is not, then, in itself  a moral norm or 
criterion for distinguishing morally good alternatives of  
choice from morally bad ones. It is simply a directive for 
intelligent, purposeful human choice and action.

	 Moreover,	there	definitely	are	real	goods	of 	hu-
man	persons,	 aspects	of 	 their	flourishing	or	 full-being,	
and these goods are grasped by our practical reason 
as purposeful ends of  human choices and actions. st. 
thomas aquinas suggested that there is a triple-tiered 
set of  such human goods, which, when grasped by prac-
tical	reason,	serve	as	the	first	principles	or	starting	points	
for	intelligent,	purposeful	human	activity.	The	first	set	in-
cludes being itself, a good that human beings share with 
other entities, and since the being (esse) of  living things 
is life itself  (vivere), the basic human good at this level is 
that of  life itself, including health and bodily integrity. 
the second set includes the union of  male and female in 
order to transmit the good of  human life to progeny who 
need	education	and	care	if 	they	are	to	flourish,	and	this	is	
a set of  goods that human persons share with other ani-
mals but, of  course, in their own unique and distinctive 
way. the third set includes those goods that are unique 
to human beings, for instance, the good of  knowledge, 
especially, but not exclusively, the knowledge of  God, 
the good of  living in society with others (friendship and 
justice), and the good of  being reasonable in making 
choices, a good that we can call the “good of  practical 
reasonableness.”15

 st. thomas’s list of  basic goods perfective of  
human persons is not intended by him to be taxative, 
but illustrative, as indicated by the fact that he uses such 
expressions as “and the like” (et similia) in referring to 
them. his point is that these goods, when grasped by 
our intelligence, serve as starting points or principles for 
deliberating about what we are to do. these principles 
of  practical reason, with the exception of  the principle 
based on the good of  practical reasonableness itself, are 
not moral norms but are rather, as is the principle that 
good is to be done and pursued, practical principles mak-
ing purposeful human choices and actions possible. they 
are used by everyone, even the wicked, and cannot be 
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obliterated from the human mind.16 whatever we do, 
whether morally good or morally bad, is ultimately done 
so that we may participate in one or another of  these 
basic goods.

 But note that one of  the goods in question is the 
one I have called the good of  “practical reasonableness.” 
this is the good that we pursue and in which we partici-
pate when we seek sincerely to discover the “truth” about 
what-we-are-to-do and then choose to act in accordance 
with this “truth.” this good has its own demands and 
requirements, and these requirements enable us to judge 
correctly and choose well and to make ourselves, by our 
self-determining choices, morally upright persons, beings 
who seek to shape their lives in accord with the “high-
est norm of  human life” as this is made known to us 
through the requirements of  practical reasonableness.

 But what are the requirements of  practical rea-
sonableness, the moral norms or criteria in terms of  
which we can distinguish between alternatives of  choice 
that are morally good and alternatives that are morally 
wicked? this is the issue to which we shall now turn.

practIcaL reasoNaBLeNess aND Its re-
QuIremeNts: the crIterIa for maKING 
true moraL JuDGmeNts aND GooD moraL 
choIces

 our task here is to identify the basic requirement 
of 	practical	reasonableness	and	its	specifications.	The	is-
sue is this: how are human persons, in and through their 
self-determining free choices, to relate themselves to the 
goods of  human persons and to the persons in whom 
these	goods	are	meant	to	flourish?	What	criteria	can	they	
employ, prior to making their choices, to discover which 
possibilities of  choice are morally good and which are 
morally bad?

 serious disagreement abounds here. first I will 
examine a proposal made by many today, including 
prominent catholic theologians, for making true moral 
judgments and good moral choices, and then offer a cri-
tique of  this proposal. I will then propose and defend 
an alternative that is rooted in the catholic tradition as 
found in st. thomas aquinas and Vatican council II, 
and rooted as well in truth and reality.

 according to several contemporary catholic 
thinkers, the basic requirement of  practical reasonable-

ness or basic norm for distinguishing between morally 
good and morally bad possibilities of  choice is the fol-
lowing: In freely choosing to pursue good and avoid evil, 
we ought to adopt by choice that possibility that prom-
ises the greater proportion of  good over evil.17 these 
thinkers	 first	 distinguish	 between	 “premoral”	 (“non-
moral,” “ontic”) goods and bads (the goods we have 
previously discussed and their contraries) and “moral” 
good and bad, that is, the way persons relate themselves, 
through their choices, to these “premoral” goods and 
bads. they then point out that every choice is limited: 
the choice to do one good is a choice to leave another 
undone. moreover, many of  our choices are ambiguous 
insofar as they cause both (premoral) good and (prem-
oral) evil: choosing to amputate a person’s gangrenous 
leg, for instance, protects the good of  life in that person, 
but it also damages his bodily integrity and leaves him 
mutilated. accordingly, they argue, the way to make good 
moral choices is to choose the alternative offering the 
proportionately greater good. on this view, a true moral 
judgment is based on a comparative evaluation of  the 
(premoral)	benefits	(goods,	values)	and	(premoral)	harms	
(evils, disvalues) promised by the possibilities for choice, 
and the judgment that one of  these alternatives offers the 
greater balance of  good over evil; this is the alternative 
that ought to be chosen.18

 Because this approach entails the comparative as-
sessment of  the various possibilities of  choice in order to 
determine which offers the greater proportion of  good 
over evil, it has become known as proportionalism. on 
this view a person can freely choose to do a (premoral) 
evil, for example, kill a person, even an innocent one, if  
this alternative promises the greater proportion of  good 
over evil.19 Killing an innocent human being in the ab-
sence of  a proportionately related greater good is mor-
ally wicked, as is all deliberate choice of  (premoral) evil; 
but choosing to do this (premoral) evil or any other such 
evil is morally right and good in the presence of  a pro-
portionately related greater good.

 Initially this approach seems plausible. the norm 
proposed - namely, to choose that alternative which prom-
ises the greater proportion of  good over evil - seems self-
evident, for the alternative seems to be that we ought to 
choose the alternative promising the greater proportion 
of  evil over good, and this is absurd. In fact, one of  the 
leading advocates of  proportionalism in this country, 
richard a. mccormick, has stressed the apparent self-
evidence of  this norm. he put it negatively to show how 
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it	is	used	in	“conflict”	situations,	i.e.,	situations	in	which	
both good and evil inevitably result, and are foreseen to 
result, from an action we choose to do. he wrote: “the 
rule of  christian reason, if  we are to be governed by the 
ordo bonorum [the basic goods of  human persons already 
discussed], is to choose the lesser evil. this general state-
ment, it would seem, is beyond debate, for the only alter-
native	is	that	in	conflict	situations	we	should	choose	the	
greater evil, which is patently absurd.”20

 Despite its initial plausibility, proportionalism as a 
method for making moral judgments and choices is mis-
taken. the claim that the norm, choose that possibility 
that promises the greater proportion of  good over evil, 
is self-evidently true does not stand up to critical scrutiny. 
the plausibility of  this norm rests on ambiguity in the 
term “good.” the morally upright person surely is seek-
ing to do the greater good, in the sense of  the morally 
good action. yet the proportionalists claim that it is pos-
sible to determine, prior to choice, which among diverse 
alternatives is morally good by balancing or measuring or 
commensurating the premoral (nonmoral, ontic) goods and 
evils	that	one’s	freely	chosen	act	will	cause.	The	difficulty	
here, as many critics of  this position have shown,21 is that 
there is no unambiguous or univocal measure according 
to which the various goods in question (goods such as 
human life itself, knowledge of  the truth, appreciation 
of  beauty, friendship, justice, peace, harmony with God) 
can be compared. these goods of  human persons, un-
like useful goods such as money, clothes, food, etc., are 
simply incalculable and incommensurable. although 
none is an absolute good, in the sense of  the highest 
good or summum Bonum, each is truly a priceless good 
of  human persons and as such a good to be prized not 
priced, a good participating in the goodness of  the hu-
man person. to attempt to compare them, to measure 
them off  against each other, to commensurate them, is 
like trying to compare the number 87 with the length of  
this line----------. one simply cannot do so. one could if  
they were reducible to some common denominator, as 
one can compare the number 87 with the length of  this 
line---------- if  one compares them in terms of  a com-
mon denominator such as millimeters or centimeters or 
inches. But the goods in question cannot be reduced to 
some common denominator. they are simply different 
and incomparable goods of  human persons. thus the 
presupposition upon which proportionalism rests is false. 
one cannot determine, in an unambiguous way, which 
human goods are “greater” and which “less.” they are all 
incomparably	good,	irreducible	aspects	of 	human	flour-

ishing and well-being.

 two different kinds of  response have been given 
to this criticism. one advocate of  proportionalism, mc-
cormick, who previously asserted that the judgment of  
proportionality required the commensurating of  human 
goods and the establishment of  them into a hierarchy, 
now admits that it is, in the strict sense, impossible to 
compare or commensurate them against each other. yet 
he claims that “while the basic goods are not commensu-
rable (one against the other) they are clearly associated” 
or interrelated. moreover, he continues, by considering 
these goods in their interrelationship one can make a 
judgment that the deliberate choice to destroy one good 
in present circumstances will not lead to an undermining 
of  that good and that its destruction or impeding here 
and	now	is	necessary	in	order	to	foster	the	flourishing	of 	
related goods, including the good one freely chooses to 
destroy.22

 this response is simply not adequate. what it 
comes to is saying that although there is no unambigu-
ous way for commensurating the goods, we nonetheless 
succeed in so commensurating them by associating or 
interrelating them. mccormick himself  admits as much, 
for he speaks of  assessing the greater good as a “prudent 
bet” and of  commensurating “in fear and trembling” and 
doing so by adopting a hierarchy.23 what he is in fact do-
ing by saying this is admitting that we commensurate the 
goods by choosing or stating our preferences. But the 
problem proportionalism was advanced to solve was that 
of  determining, prior to choice, which possibilities are 
morally good and which are morally bad. Now mccor-
mick tells us that to commensurate the goods we have to 
make a choice, to adopt a hierarchy. this simply will not 
do, nor does it respond to the criticism that the goods in 
question are incommensurable.

 a second response to the criticism that propor-
tionalism entails an impossible commensurating of  hu-
man goods is that the same kind of  commensuration 
is demanded by the “principle of  double effect” (cf. its 
fourth condition as usually stated, namely, that there must 
be a “proportionate reason to permit the evil effect”). 
since the critics of  proportionalism accept the principle 
of  double effect, they must admit that the goods can be 
commensurated. thus mccormick writes that the critics 
of  proportionalism cannot avoid the kind of  consequen-
tialistic (proportionalistic] reasoning that our sensibilities 
seem	to	demand	in	such	conflict	cases.	For	if 	a	good	like	
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life is simply incommensurable with other goods, what 
do we mean by a proportionate reason where death is 
... indirect? proportionate to what? If  some goods are 
to be preferred to life itself, then we have compared life 
with these goods. and if  this is proper, then life can be 
weighed up against other values too, even very basic 
ones.24

 what about this response? It should be noted, 
first,	that	proportionalists	claim	that	one	can	determine	
the true moral norm or standard regulating human choice 
and action by commensurating human goods. those 
who reject proportionalism and accept the principle of  
double effect deny this claim. they admit that language 
that sounds proportionalistic was used in articulating 
the fourth condition of  the principle of  double effect, 
but this does not lead to the conclusion that those ac-
cepting the principle of  double effect believe that one 
can determine a moral norm by commensurating human 
goods and then choosing the alternative promising the 
greater good. those who accept the principle of  double 
effect (which, I must note, proportionalists reject) hold 
that a moral norm has already been established, name-
ly the norm that one ought not directly intend evil and 
that one ought not choose to do evil so that good may 
come thereby (cf. the second and third conditions of  the 
principle of  double effect). within the context provided 
by these moral norms, a normative meaning is already 
presupposed by expressions implying a comparison of  
goods. Let me illustrate this by referring to the catholic 
teaching regarding justice in war, jus in bello. catholic 
teaching, as the bishops of  the united states made very 
clear, absolutely forbids the intentional killing of  non-
combatants, of  innocent human beings: “the lives of  
innocent persons may never be taken directly.”25 this 
normative requirement, however, does not exclude the 
use of  lethal force against the military forces and instal-
lations of  the enemy, even if  it is foreseen that some in-
nocent human beings will be killed as a result. however, 
as the bishops stated, “once we take into account not 
only the military advantages that will be achieved by us-
ing this [morally legitimate] means but also all the harms 
reasonably expected to follow from using it, can its use 
still	be	justified?	We	know,	of 	course,	that	no	end	can	jus-
tify using means evil in themselves, such as the executing 
of  hostages or the targeting of  noncombatants. None-
theless, even if  the means adopted is not evil in itself, 
it is necessary to take into account the probable harms 
that will result from using it and the justice of  accept-
ing those harms.”26 this is what “proportionality” means 

as set forth in the fourth condition of  the principle of  
double effect, namely, considering the fairness or justice 
of  doing an act, already judged to be morally acceptable 
in itself, in view of  the harms and sufferings the use of  
this means will cause. moral norms, such as justice and 
fairness, are being employed as a criterion for making an 
ethical judgment. one is not, prior to choice and prior to 
any moral norms, seeking to commensurate the incom-
mensurable.

 In sum, proportionalism is false. the basic crite-
rion or moral norm it proposes for distinguishing, prior 
to choice, morally good and morally bad alternatives, 
rests on the false assumption that human goods can be 
commensurated, measured, calculated; but they cannot. 
other objections to proportionalism can also be made, 
but	the	critique	just	given	should	suffice	to	show	that	it	
is not the answer we are looking for.27

 there must, then, be an alternative way of  mak-
ing true moral judgments and good moral choices. But 
what is it? I suggest that here we look for guidance from 
st. thomas aquinas and the teaching of  Vatican council 
II and from some contemporary authors who seek to 
develop the thought of  aquinas and the council.

 st. thomas, in an article devoted to showing that 
all of  the moral precepts of  the old Law could be re-
duced to the ten precepts of  the Decalogue, taught that 
the twofold law of  love for God and neighbor, while not 
included among the precepts of  the Decalogue, none-
theless	pertained	to	it	as	“the	first	and	common	precepts	
of  the natural law.” consequently, all the precepts of  
the Decalogue must be referred to these two precepts, 
love of  God and love of  neighbor, as to their “com-
mon principles”.28 In other words, for st. thomas the 
first	 moral	 requirement	 of 	 practical	 reasonableness	 is	
that we ought to choose in such a way that we exhibit, in 
and through our choices, a true love for God and neigh-
bor. this seems sound. moreover, if  we really love God, 
we ought to accept from him his good gifts, the goods 
perfective of  human persons. and if  we love our neigh-
bor, we ought to will that the goods of  human existence 
flourish	in	them.

 Vatican council II likewise suggested a basic nor-
mative principle or requirement of  practical reasonable-
ness to direct human choices and actions. after noting 
that human activity is important not only for its results 
but also and even more importantly because it develops 
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human persons and gives to them, by reason of  its self-
determining and free character, their identity as moral 
beings, the council declared:

 this normative proposal of  Vatican council II is 
another way of  saying what st. thomas was saying when 
he	affirmed	that	the	ten	precepts	of 	the	Decalogue	-	and	
indeed all moral precepts - must be referred to the two-
fold law of  love as to their common and universal prin-
ciples.

 this fundamental normative principle or basic 
requirement of  practical reasonableness, which is itself  
one of  the basic goods of  human persons, is further 
clarified,	 in	my	opinion,.	 by	 the	 articulation	given	 to	 it	
recently by Germain G. Grisez, namely, “In voluntarily 
acting for human goods and avoiding what is opposed 
to them, one ought to choose and otherwise will those 
and only those possibilities whose willing is compatible 
with	a	will	toward	integral	human	fulfillment.”30 By this 
he means that in choosing among alternatives, we should 
choose only alternatives whose willing is compatible with 
a love for all the goods of  human persons and of  the 
persons	in	whom	these	goods	are	meant	to	flourish.

 the matter can be put this way. we ought, in our 
choices, to revere and respect the goods of  human ex-
istence,	the	goods	to	which	we	are	directed	by	the	first	
principles of  practical reasoning. our hearts ought to be 
open to them, and they ought to be open to them pre-
cisely because they are goods perfective of  human be-
ings. a person who is to choose in a morally upright way 
respects all the basic goods and listens to all the appeals 
they make through the principles of  practical thinking. 
Because of  the incompatibility of  possibilities that lie be-
fore us, since it is not possible to do everything at once, 
choice is necessary. But no single good, nothing prom-
ised by any one possible alternative, exhausts human pos-
sibilities and realizes the whole potentiality for mankind’s 
well-being. thus one can choose one possibility which 
promises certain goods and is not relevant to other goods 
promised by alternatives without violating the practical 
principle directing action to these other goods. In this 
case, one remains open to these other goods; one is not 

opting for a restrictive standard of  goodness.

 a person about to choose in a morally wrong way 
does not respect all of  the real goods of  human persons. 
the alternative that one is about to adopt by choice in-
volves detriment to some human good, which, we must 
recognize, exists in real human beings. one is tempted to 
accept this detriment for the sake of  realizing some other 
good. such an alternative is responsive to at least one 
principle of  practical reasoning, and it might be merely 
irrevelant to and thus consistent with some others, but 
it is both relevant to and in consistent with the principle 
that directs one to promote and respect the good which 
the proposed alternative will impede or destroy or set 
aside.31

 In sum, the basic requirement of  practical rea-
sonableness is that we ought to choose in such a way 
that we are open to the real goods of  human persons 
and unwilling to neglect, slight, ignore, damage, destroy, 
or impede them either in ourselves and others. morality 
comes from the heart, and our hearts ought to be open 
to what is really good and to the human persons in whom 
what	is	really	good	is	meant	to	flourish.

	 Just	as	the	first	principle	of 	practical	reasoning,	
good is to be done and pursued and evil is to be avoided, 
is	specified	by	identifying	the	real	goods	of 	human	per-
sons that are to be pursued and done, so too the basic 
normative principle of  practical reasonableness can be 
specified	by	identifying	ways	of 	choosing	that	do,	in	fact,	
fail	 to	honor	 and	 respect	 “integral	 human	 fulfillment,”	
i.e., the whole range of  real goods perfective of  human 
beings.	These	specifications	of 	the	first	normative	prin-
ciple can be called “requirements of  practical reason-
ableness” or “modes of  responsibility.” they can be set 
forth	in	different	ways,	affirmatively	and	negatively,32 and 
it	may	be	helpful	to	indicate	these	specific	requirements	
of  practical reasonableness. first of  all, we are required 
to take the real goods of  human persons into account 
in judging and choosing what to do; simply to disregard 
them, to be unconcerned and lazy about them, is to man-
ifest a will that is not truly open to them. In addition, we 
are to pursue these real goods of  human existence, the 
intelligible goods grasped by our intelligence as worthy 

hence, the norm of  human activity is this: that 
in accord with the divine plan and will, it should 
harmonize with the genuine good of  the human 
race, and allow men as individuals and as mem-
bers of  society to pursue their total vocation and 
fulfill	it.29
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of  human choice, and to seek them rather than sensible 
goods such as pleasure. moreover, every one of  these 
goods demands of  us that, when we can do so as easily 
as not, we avoid ways of  acting that inhibit their realiza-
tion and prefer ways of  acting that contribute to their 
realization. In addition, each of  these goods requires us 
to make an effort on its behalf  (and on behalf  of  the 
person[s]	in	whom	it	is	meant	to	exist,	when	its	signifi-
cant realization in some other human person or persons 
is in peril). other requirements necessary if  we are to 
shape our lives in accord with this normative truth can 
be spelled out: for instance, fairness or the Golden rule 
that we should do unto others as we would have them 
do unto us and not do unto others as we would not have 
them do unto us. one requirement that is surely crucial, 
however, is this: we ought not freely to choose, with de-
liberate intent, to put aside these goods, to destroy, dam-
age, or impede them either in ourselves or in others. we 
might be tempted to do this out of  hostility toward some 
good that we personally and arbitrarily do not wish to 
accept, or, more commonly, we may be tempted to do 
so	because	the	continued	flourishing	of 	one	or	another	
good either in ourselves or in others inhibits our par-
ticipation in some other good that we arbitrarily erect 
as “greater.” In short, we are not to do evil so that good 
may come about (cf. rom 3:8; 6:1, 15).

 the basic normative truth - in freely acting for 
the good and avoiding what is evil, choose and otherwise 
will those, and only those, possibilities whose willing is 
compatible with a love and respect for all the goods of  

human	 existence	 -	 and	 its	 specifications	will	 enable	 us	
to	derive	more	specific	moral	norms,	such	as	the	norms	
requiring us to keep our promises and not to kill inno-
cent	human	beings.	 Some	of 	 these	 specific	norms	will	
not be absolute, that is, they will have exceptions, because 
the actions to which they direct choice can, in particular 
instances, violate the normative requirements on which 
these	more	specific	norms	are	grounded.	Thus	the	obli-
gation to keep our promises, which is grounded on the 
requirement of  fairness or the Golden rule. But some 
more	specific	moral	norms,	such	as	the	one	that	we	ought	
not choose to kill innocent human beings, are absolute 
and admit of  no exceptions, because they are grounded 
on the requirement that we ought not to choose to dam-
age, destroy, or impede what is really good, and the life 
of  an innocent person is really good.

 In conclusion, a respect for the inherent and in-
alienable dignity of  human persons is necessary if  we are 
to acquire the dignity to which we are called as persons 
capable of  discovering the truth and freely choosing in 
accord with it. a basic normative truth is that we ought 
to choose in such a way that we are open to the real goods 
of  human persons, goods which are both gifts from God 
and	aspects	of 	human	flourishing.	Only	by	choosing	in	
this way will we honor the intrinsic and inalienable dignity 
of  human beings as living images of  God, his “created 
words,” and only in this way will we give to ourselves the 
identity of  persons who are true to God’s image within 
us, true to the “word” he has communicated to us. 

Notes
 1 on this see st. thomas aquinas, Summa Theologiae, 1, 93, 4. there st. thomas actually distinguishes a three-
fold	dignity	proper	to	human	persons.	The	first	is	the	dignity	human	beings	have	by	virtue	of 	being	made	in	God’s	
image; the second is their dignity as beings who know and love God by conforming to his grace, but in an imperfect 
way as sojourners in life; the third is their dignity as beings now living in complete union with God, and this is the dig-
nity	of 	the	blessed.	The	first	kind	of 	dignity	exists	in	all	men;	the	second,	only	in	the	just;	the	third	only	in	the	blessed.	
for the teaching of  Vatican council II see Gaudium et Spes, nn. 12 and 14 on the intrinsic and inalienable dignity of  
human beings as made in the image of  God; see nn. 16 and 17 for the dignity they are called to give to themselves by 
choosing in accord with the truth.
 2on the “beatifying beginnings” of  human existence see the probing analyses provided by pope John paul II 
in his The Original Unity of  Man and Woman: Catechesis on Genesis (Boston: st. paul editions, 1981).
 3as augustine said, “you have made us for yourself, o Lord, and our hearts are restless until they rest in 
you” (Confessions, 1.1).
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 4the church has always taught that human life, precisely because it is a gift from God and is destined for life 
in union with him, is priceless and merits the most profound respect from its very beginning. a useful collection of  
church documents emphasizing the inherent dignity of  life is provided by the volume, Yes to Life (Boston: st. paul 
Editions,	1977),	which	is	an	anthology	of 	important	Christian	affirmations	of 	the	preciousness	of 	human	life	from	
the	Didache	in	the	first	century	to	the	pastoral	letter	of 	the	American	bishops	on	moral	values	in	1976,	To	Live	in	
christ Jesus. see also the recent Instruction on Respect for Human Life in Its Origins and on the Dignity of  Procreation, issued 
by the sacred congregation for the Doctrine of  the faith in march, 1987.
 5Karol wojtyla, Love and Responsibility (New york: farrar, straus, and Giroux, 1981), p. 41.
 6here the comments of  the philosopher alan Donagan on the identity between being human and being a 
person are relevant. he writes: “Duties owed to any being arise out of  the respect that is owed to it. Let it, then, be 
provisionally	conceded	that,	in	the	first	instance,	respect	is	recognized	as	owed	to	beings	by	virtue	of 	a	state	they	are	
in: say, that of  rational agency. If  there are beings who reach that state by a process of  development natural to normal 
members of  that species, given normal nurture, must not respect logically be accorded to them, whether they have 
yet reached that state or not? the principle underlying this reasoning is: if  respect is owed to beings because they 
are in a certain state, it is owed to whatever, by its very nature, develops into that state. to reject this principle would 
be arbitrary, if  indeed it would be intelligible. what could be made of  somebody who professed to rate the state of  
rational agency as of  supreme value, but who regarded as expendable any rational creature whose powers were as yet 
undeveloped? The Theory of  Morality (chicago: university of  chicago press, 1977), p. 170. on this matter also see mor-
timer adler, The Difference of  Man and the Difference It Makes (New york: meridian Books, 1968) and my “what makes 
a human Being to Be a Being of  moral worth?” Thomist 40 (1976) 416-443.
 7Vatican council II, Dignitatis Humanae, n. 3.
 8Ibid.
 9Ibid.
 10In the abbott translation of  The Documents of  Vatican Council II (New york: america press, 1965), this pas-
sage from Gaudium et Spes, n. 16, is incorrectly translated as “the voice of  conscience.” the Latin text is cuius vox, with 
the antecedent of  cuius being lex (law), not conscientia (conscience).
 11Vatican council II, Gaudium et Spes, n. 16.
 12Ibid.
 13for an excellent presentation of  the self-determining character of  free choices see Germain G. Grisez, The 
Way of  The Lord Jesus, Vol. 1, Christian Moral Principles, chapter 2, pp. 41-72, especially pp. 50-53, 55-59.
 14st. thomas aquinas, Summa Theologiae, 1-2, 94, 2.
 15Ibid.
 16Summa Theologiae, 1-2, 94, 6.
 17a useful collection of  essays setting forth this position is provided by Readings in Moral Theology, No. 1, edited 
by charles e. curran and richard a. mccormick, sJ, Moral Norms and Catholic Tradition. the essays by peter Knauer, 
Louis Janssens, Joseph fuchs, Bruno schuller, franz scholz, walter Jeffko, albet Di lanni, richard mccormick, 
and	Charles	E.	Curran	included	in	this	volume	all	propose	the	positions	briefly	described	here.	See	also	Timothy	E.	
o’connell, Principles for a Catholic Morality (New york: seabury, 1978), especially pp. 144-196, for a presentation of  this 
view.
 18on this view, as mccormick, one of  its leading advocates, quite clearly admits, one can intend a “lesser” 
premoral evil for the sake of  a “greater” premoral good: “the ‘greater good’ does not mean that the premoral disvalue 
is not intended; it means that it is not intended propter se. therefore, would it not be better to say that it is legitimate 
to intend a disvalue in se sed non propter se? when there is no proportionate reason, the disvalue is chosen and in-
tended in se et propter se, and it is this propter se that makes the act immoral.” richard a. mccormick, “Notes on 
moral theology,” Theological Studies 33 (1972) 74-75.
 19Ibid. see also mccormick’s “Notes on moral theology,” Theological Studies 39 (1978) 115, where he writes: 
“It is the presence or absence of  such a[proportionate] reason that determines whether the attitude of  the agent is 
adequate or not.”
 20mccormick, “ambiguity in moral choice,” in Doing Evil To Achieve Good, edited by richard a. mccormick, 
sJ, and paul ramsey (chicago: Loyola university press, 1978), p. 38.
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 21among the most important sources for this critique of  proportionalism are the following: Germain G. 
Grisez, “against consequentialism,” American Journal of  Jurisprudence 23 (1978) 21-72; Grisez, Christian Moral Principles, 
pp. 151-154; John finnis, Natural Law and Natural Rights (oxford: oxford university press, 1980), pp. 118-125; finnis, 
Fundamentals of  Ethics (washington, Dc: Georgetown university press, 1983), pp. 86-90.
 22mccormick, “a commentary on the commentaries,” in Doing Evil to Achieve Good, p. 227; see also pp. 251-
253.
 23Ibid. for a brilliant analysis of  mccormick’s position and a critique showing that, on his view, one acts 
wrongly in framing an innocent person to prevent a lynch mob from hanging a group of  innocent persons not be-
cause one is willing to kill an innocent person but because one is practicing “extortion” on the lynch mob by not 
respecting their freedom to change their minds - surely an absurd position, see finnis, Fundamentals of  Ethics, pp. 99-
105.
 24 mccormick, “ambiguity in moral choice,” in Doing Evil to Achieve Good, p. 27.
 25The Challenge of  Peace: God’s Promise and Our Response, A Pastoral Letter on War and Peace, may 3, 1983, National 
conference of  catholic Bishops (washington, Dc: National conference of  catholic Bishops, 1983), n. 104.
 26Ibid., n. 105.
 27for an excellent critique of  proportionalism stressing its impraticability and arbitrariness, see B. m. Kiely, 
“the Impracticality of  proportionalism,” Gregorianum 66/4 (1985) 655-686.
 28Summa Theologiae, 1-2, 100, 3, ad 1.
 29Gaudium et Spes, n. 35.
 30Grisez, Christian Moral Principles, p. 184.
 31on this see Germain G. Grisez and Joseph m. Boyle, Jr., Life and Death With Liberty and Justice (Notre Dame, 
IN: university of  Notre Dame press, 1978), pp. 365-366.
 32In his latest work, christian moral principles, pp. 205-226, Grisez expresses the “modes of  responsibility” 
negatively. he believes that it is important to do so, because these modes exclude ways of  violating the basic norma-
tive principle. In his earlier writings (e.g., Contraception and the Natural Law (milwaukee: Bruce, 1964) and Abortion: The 
Myths, the Realities, and the Arguments	(New	York:	Corpus,	1970)	he	had	expressed	most	of 	them	affirmatively	and	only	
the	mode	requiring	that	one	not	set	aside	what	is	really	good	negatively.	For	an	alternate	affirmative	and	negative	for-
mulation of  the requirements of  practical reasonableness, see finnis, Natural Law and Natural Rights, pp. 100-133.

 


